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This book is dedicated to 
Adrian Mole, who ran so Loki 
could kind of stumble around 

messing everything up.
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Day One
Wednesday

 LOKI VIRTUE SCORE OR LVS: 

diff erent reasons.

Turds.

-3000
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thunder!thunder!

Second, there are my fake parents. 

own undergarments! 



book every single day for a month to prove that I’m 

Sadly, Odin, in his annoying wisdom, has thought

Correction: No, you are not. Odin is. You are a 

puny worm whose only real powers are physical 

transformation and being really sneaky. 



Correction: I am not just any random voice. 

I am a simulation of Odin himself, with all 

his wisdom. 

You are not thinking of a number. You are 

thinking, “Odin smells.” 

goddess Sif, her long, golden locks, a pair of scissors, 



boy, he is not light. Plus he was clutching his favorite 

SGASGA

Me



Correction: You are average-looking for a 

god, and the reason everyone stares at you in 

Asgard is because they’re making sure you’re 

not up to anything. 

more or less like themselves, except Hyrrokkin was half 

her usual height and Heimdall lacked his godlike glow. 

NAKED

MOLE RAT



live there.

Correction: It is actually quite a nice house by 

human standards, with fast broadband and 

excellent water pressure. All the above drawings 

are highly inaccurate if not technically lies. 

anyway?

Discarded 
mortal filth

Cheep! 

house.



snakes. eternity.

Wait, 
SNAKES?
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Correction: Hyrrokkin did not use her wolf to 

threaten you. 

The threat was implied. This whole thing is ridiculous. 

Heimdall and Hyrrokkin can’t be trusted to report back 

to Odin on how much I’ve improved. They hate me.

Correction: Heimdall hates you, Hyrrokkin’s on 

the fence. And they won’t be reporting to Odin. 

That is for me, the diary, to measure.

Very well.

biased
not objective

pithy summary?pithy summary?
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• You, Loki, must show moral improvement 

as measured in virtue points. Your starting 

score is –3000. Your goal is +3000.

• The score will be measured by a book (me) 

containing all the wisdom of Odin himself, 

including important information about the 

21st century. 

• Hyrrokkin and Heimdall will supervise in 

the guise of parents. 

• Thor, pretending to be your brother, will 

accompany you to places in the mortal 

realm where parents do not venture, such 

as school. 

• You must not show your true godly powers 

to any human. Should you do so, you will be 

condemned to immediate and permanent 

punishment. 

• Should humanity come to catastrophe 

during your time in Midgard, you will

skip to immediate punishment. 
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anything

Correct. 

In case of an emergency, you merely need to 

u� er the words HEY, ODIN and the Allfather 

shall respond.

whole month doing only tedious, virtuous things. I 

Plague? How rude!
Plague? How rude!
Plague? 

UTTERLY UTTERLY UNFAIR!UNFAIR!



Let there 
be light.

VoilaVoila
Sssss

where 
are?

ETERNITY.

Moments later



“Let’s not do anything hasty,” I said, backing away 

hair!
heh.
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torture Thor’s presence would entail.

You’re weak.”
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 LOKI VIRTUE SCORE OR LVS: 

Day Two
Thursday

Fi� y points deducted for giving 
up before even starting

100% fake

WHEETY

TREETS

What? 

you!

pillows of dove feathers and my down comforter knit 

are second to none.

-3050
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divine punishment, even.

mortals. 

SCOFF
SC

OF
F

SCOFF

Cold prison for human food

SMOG

EW!

100% fake

WHEETY
TREETS
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Behold my mighty toenails! See how 
they sail across the feasting hall! 

WOE DESPAIR

STENCH

To be fair, I have a lot to learn before I’ll understand 

Thor. It ba   es me that he’s the one the gods admire. 

I once caught him cutting his toenails at the feasting 

table. I say “caught him” but actually, he cried out:

detective work.

hallways smell of cleaning chemicals and despair, 

nature of mortal school.

We weren’t allowed 



Besides, Hyrrokkin has disguised her wolf as a dog. 

What self-respecting god would ride a DOG? But we 

did take it with us on our walk to school. Hyrrokkin 

said it would help us make friends. This seemed an 

absurd statement, but indeed, when we reached the 

school gates, a number of children clustered around 

us to stroke the dog. 

Humans are so weird about dogs. They don’t seem 

2. Howls at the moon 
in the dead of night

4. Poos on the 

floor. Even THOR 

doesn’t do that. 

Well, maybe once.

WOLF: WOLF: 

3. Looks cruel and awesome

1.

1.
out throats

3. Whines and makes 
annoying yappy sounds

2.  Sucks up to humans

DOG:DOG:



Giants are known for many things—fi ghting, magic and 

Once Hyrrokkin had turned around and walked the 

dog away, we joined a fl ood of mortal children fl owing 

in through the school gates, all yelling and screaming 

and laughing. 
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something witty and amusing.

whywhywhy
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Correction: It was not that.

to make their recapture each morning a fresh torture.

“ ou must be Liam? And Thomas?” said the torturer. 

 in among the mortals. 
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wisdom of a juvenile slug. Then we were given a break,

identify. 

sisters. Here is the example the teacher showed us.

maybe



Almost 
certainly 

witty probably probably probably 

Yours 
truly!

clever

MOMMOM

DADDAD

THORTHOR



snake

Eight-legged 
horse

underworld

woman, 

corpseHELHEL

FENRIRFENRIR

SLEI
PNIR

SLEI
PNIR

Giant 
wolf

JORMUNGAND
JORMUNGAND

SOME OTHER
LESS INTERESTING 
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wonderful drawing skills and interesting, mysterious 

You’re supposed 

snake.snake.

That’s 
my son!

RIGHTRIGHTRIGHT



Thor’s 
toothbrush



Huh. Well, that’s not nice. I feel that this points system is 

deeply unfair. I would like to lodge a formal complaint.

Complaint noted. And ignored. The system was 

created by the Allfather, who knows all. You are a 

pain. Get on with your quest and stop whining.

Day Three
Friday

50 points lost due to almost risking revealing his 
true nature, and the toilet toothbrush incident

-3100
 LOKI VIRTUE SCORE OR LVS: 

umump
h.
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attention. 

Personally, I don’t see why Odin couldn’t have 

surprised that Heimdall didn’t work. Then we could 

have gone to expensive schools where they serve swan

Job:

CAPITALISM)



great power.

Private School:

Talisman 
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twitchy. He kept looking from side to side.

might be a lot for your tiny mortal mind to grasp, but 
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it’s true. Hyrrokkin, for example, in her proper form 

is larger than most gods, but she still doesn’t need to 

duck to walk through the palace doors in Asgard.

Plus, giants are shape-shifters, so they don’t even 

look humanoid half the time. Hyrrokkin is very fond of

this duck

giant

Giant
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Bloody 
dagger

No one offi  cially knows exactly how the 

gods-versus-giants feud started, except for Odin. I 

believe it had something to do with him slaying the 

very fi rst giant and using its body to create the Earth. 

Not that Odin would ever admit that. 

So we all go along with the idea that it’s a great 

mystery why the giants hate us so much.

Personally, I like the giants-versus-gods thing. Bitter 

feuds keep eternity interesting!


